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For the attention of the Prosecutor 
 
Further to case with the International Criminal Court, registered under reference 
number OTP-CR-226/16 

 
1. The Elements of the Crime text empowers the I.C.C. to prevent the Syrian Genocide from 

evolving against the 8 million in Damascus, as is an imminent risk unless the I.C.C. acts 
against at least one individual, to inspire the restraint of the aggressors. 

 
2. The Rome Statute defines a three stage crime denoted by distinctly different, progressive 

timeframes over which the Crime of Genocide occurs, which makes it a preventable crime. 
 

3. In accordance with the Elements of the Crime Text, Element 4 of 6.c, the crime can be 
'calculated' to occur within the ordinary course of events [Article 30], whereby the 
individual 'willfully, publicly inciting'  (Article 25(e))  the crime from the platforms of the 
UNSC, State Department or Pentagon as 'spokespersons', have the knowledge limited to 
'awareness' that the "physical destruction" of civilians will be brought about by the acts of 
US directed VSO terrorists and direct military strikes resulting from their public incitement 
to create the narrative for aggression - that is otherwise negated by extensive 
on-the-ground evidence of 'civilian testimony'.   1

 
4. Their 'awareness' [Article 30] of the Crime of Genocide, is an absolute, given the last 7 

years of this genocidal war and this eliminates any assumption that their public incitement 
needs occurs with any malicious intent against those whose physical destruction their 
words will bring about within the ordinary course of their intent to seize control of another 
nation state. 

 
5. Element 5 requires the crime to be evidenced in a manifest pattern of statements and 

orders, indicative of the publicly disclosed 2019 US Defense budget  and many prior.  2

 
6. Thus, Stage one of the crime of Genocide, under Article 6.c begins with the individual 

accountability of those who are 'publicly inciting' (Article 25(e)) the Crime of Aggression 
and the Crime of Genocide calculated by evidence of a manifest pattern of UNSC 
statements resulting in government orders, to evolve Stage 2 and 3 of the crime.  

 
7. Stage 2 pertains to the acts to then 'deliberately inflict conditions of life' [ Article 6.c ] upon 

two or more persons of the Syrian population [ Element 1 ]. 
 

1  https://steemit.com/syria/@syrianaanalysis/emotional-footage-from-east-ghouta-evacuation  
2  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l3ZncO25Mg9iF0qnsEHUrQBdYU4jP2kI/view?usp=sharing 

https://steemit.com/syria/@syrianaanalysis/emotional-footage-from-east-ghouta-evacuation
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l3ZncO25Mg9iF0qnsEHUrQBdYU4jP2kI/view?usp=sharing


8. Stage 3 results in the "physical destruction" brought about as a result of Stage 1's 
incitement for US direct military strikes, US enabling of terrorist mercenaries, US military 
presence without permission of the Syrian government and to compel congress to provide 
means for the crime; which is ultimately to aid, abet or facilitate in any way [article 25] the 
crime; following Stage 2's actions to inflict the conditions of life that bring about the crime.  

 

9. Thus under Article 13 [c] and 15.1, the Rome Statute provides the Prosecutor of the 
International Criminal Court, with the power to prevent both Stage 2 and Stage 3 of this 
Crime of Genocide at risk of evolving against the 8 million people in Damascus, by acting 
on the 'early warning signals' of the crime, as per Kofi Annan's 5 point plan established 
while he was Secretary General, to ensure that the impunity for these perpetrators of 
mass death and devastation against another nation’s civilian population ends, in 
accordance with the Rome Statute preamble and thus its purpose to exist. 

 

10.Importantly then, the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court has the power to 
prevent this crime from evolving to an openly declared, direct conflict between the world’s 
superpowers,  in order to prevent the Genocide being brought about against the 8 million 3

Syrian people of Damascus.  
 

11. In accordance with Article 21, the Prosecutor can apply  
 

a. The International principle of  hostes humani generis  to recognise these individuals 
as the worst 'enemies of the human race'. 

 

b. The principle of erga omnes, where justice is owed to the entire world community. 
 

c. The principle of  jus cogens – where certain international legal obligations are binding 
on all states when crimes are so grievous that they are universally condemned. 

 

12.The United States agreed under the The United Nations Security Council Resolution 
1674, adopted by the UNSC on 28 April 2006, that US impunity would end with respect to 
the Crimes of Genocide, War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity.  

 

13.On this basis, they nullified their previous proviso of ‘immunity from prosecution for 
genocide without state consent’ that they had required when signing The Convention on 
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide 1948 and as such, impunity 
from these crimes ended for US nationals in 2006.  

 

14.In the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document, the US also agreed to the world’s 
responsibility to protect populations from genocide, war crimes and crimes against 
humanity to prevent civilian populations from suffering gross human rights violations. 

 

15.As such, the I.C.C. can apply the law to prevent Genocide against American citizens 
accused of willfully inciting the crime that will deliberately inflict conditions of life upon the 
people of Damascus, that will bring about their physical destruction in whole or in part. 

 

Submitted by Miriam Clements in accordance with previous submissions referenced as  OTP-CR-226/16 
Email for service:   miriam.clements@sustainablequalitypurpose.com  
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